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Modern NUMA multicore machines exhibit complex latency and throughput characteristics, making it hard to allocate memory optimally for a given program’s access patterns. However, good placement of and access to program data is crucial for application performance, and, if not carefully done, can significantly impact scalability [1, 3]. Although there is research (e.g. [1, 2]) for how to adapt software for concrete characteristics of such machines, many programmers struggle to apply these to their applications.

It is unclear which NUMA optimization to apply in which setting. For example, some programs have good access locality and it is worth co-locating code with the data it is accessing. Other programs exhibit random accesses and it is best to spread code and data across the entire machine to maximize total bandwidth to memory. The situation becomes even more complex as we consider large page sizes (where the data on a large page must be co-located physically), non-cache-coherent memory with different characteristics, or heterogeneous and specialized cores. With rapidly evolving and diversifying hardware, programmers must repeatedly make manual changes to their software to keep up with new hardware performance properties.

One solution to achieve better data placement and faster data access is to rely on automatic online monitoring of program performance to decide how to migrate data [3]. However, program’s semantics then have to be guessed in retrospect from a narrow set of available information (i.e. from data based on sampling using performance counters). Such approaches are also limited to a relatively small number of optimizations. For example, it is hard to incrementally activate large pages or enable the use of DMA hardware for data copies dynamically.

We present Shoal, a system that abstracts memory access and provides a rich programming interface that accepts hints on memory access patterns at runtime. These hints can either be manually written or automatically derived from high-level descriptions of parallel programs. Shoal includes a machine-aware runtime that selects optimal implementations for this memory abstraction dynamically based on the hints and a concrete combination of machine and workload. If available, Shoal is able to exploit not only NUMA properties but also hardware features such as large and huge pages as well as DMA copy engines.

Our contributions are as follows: Firstly, we provide higher-level memory abstractions to allow Shoal to change memory allocation and access at runtime. In our prototype, we provide an array-like abstraction, designed for use in C/C++ code. Secondly, we introduce techniques for automatically selecting among several highly tuned array implementations using access patterns and machine characteristics. Finally, we modified Green-Marl [4], a graph analytics language, to show how Shoal can extract access patterns automatically from high-level descriptions. We demonstrate significant performance benefits when applying these techniques to Green-Marl when using Shoal for unmodified Green-Marl programs.
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Shoal: self-tuning for memory allocation and access based on access patterns and hardware helps to tackle hardware complexity

Problem

multicores: complex memory subsystems
- non-uniform memory access (NUMA)
- complex interconnects
- features (DMA, large/huge page)
future:
- global address space?
- cache coherence?
→ Hard to program

Results

Auto-Tune Memory Layout
- memory abstraction
- annotate memory allocation
- memory access patterns
  - from high-level languages
  - manually
- use hardware characteristics
- memory abstraction (arrays)
- specialized implementations (replication, distribution)

Ideas

Abstraction

- decouples memory from program logic
  → exchange array implementation online
- high-level operations (copy, memset ..)
  → transparent use of large page sizes, DMA engines

Conclusion

- automatic scalability
- good performance across various NUMA machines
- no programmer efforts

Future work

- synchronization
- scheduling
- accelerators (Xeon Phi)
- multiple address spaces